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PREFACE
This resource note provides World Bank staff with
an overview of United Nations operations in frag-

The note will be enhanced and updated periodically by the World Bank's FCV Group, and will be sup-

ile and conflict-affected situations (FCS). explains

ported by an online resource base and accompa-

how to collaborate effectively with the UN, and

nied by a Guidance Note on Structuring Financing

describes methodologies and tools that support

and Implementation Arrangements involving UN

partnership. The note has been guided by the

Agencies. Comments and suggestions are wel-

principles of partnership outli ned in the UN-WB

come and should be addressed to un-wbpartnership @worldbank.org .

Partnership Framework Agreement for Crisis and
Post-Conflict Situations (2008). It draws on existing
guidance, policies, and tools, and compiles key re-

Readers' Guide

sources that should be consulted directly in particular cases.

This resource note is intended to help country
management units, task team leaders, and other

The note was drafted by Shani Harris and Mary

Bank staff better understand their UN partners

Morrison of the Bank's Fragility, Conflict, and Vio-

and options for collaboration. It should be used in

lence Group (FCV Group). with funding from the

conjunction with relevant policies, procedures, and

UN-World Bank Fragility and Conflict Partnership

guidance.

Trust Fund and guidance from its Steering Committee. The views expressed herein are those of

•

United Nations and the Bank's relationship
with it.

the authors and do not necessarily represent the
views of the World Bank, its Executive Directors
or the governments they represent. The team is

•
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•
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turing Financing and Implementation Arrange-
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ments involving UN Agencies being developed
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The note is intended to be used in its electronic
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form and contains links to relevant documenta-

ment and to a parallel version being prepared for

tion as well as to useful examples of the tools and

UN staff.

methods described. These links appear as orange
text.
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RATIONALE

Reaching those goals demands deepening part-

Strong partnerships and shared expertise are crit-

and ideas across the development spectrum. It

ically important to deliver results in fragile and

also requires sharpening the focus on FCS, where

nerships that bring together resources, expertise,

conflict-affected situations (FCS). where approaches that integrate political, security, development,

repeated cycles of violence have undermined development progress and trapped countries in a

and
humanitarian
efforts are needed

vicious cycle of fragility, conflict, and poverty.

for enduring peace

A major change in approach was motivated by the

and poverty reduc-

World Development Report (WDR) 2011: Conflict, Se-

IDA17

curity, and Development, which promoted a para-

actors, given diversity ofmandates,

and discussions on

digm shift in the Bank Group's work on FCS, based

competencies and resources.

the Post-2015 de-

on lessons learned. The report also underscored

velopment agenda

that building capable and legitimate institutions,

recognize the need

ensuring personal security and justice, and creating jobs are essential to reducing violence-and

Effectively addressing
fragility and conflict necessitates
cross-disciplinary approaches and
collaboration between international

-2011WDR

tion1. Both

to increase support to the 1.5 billion people living
in FCS and to work together to help those countries tip the balance toward stability and sustain-

providing optimal support requires better coordination among external actors.

able development solutions.
Since 2012, the UN-WB partnership in FCS has
In 2013, the World Bank Group adopted a new strategy with two ambitious goals:

been given renewed energy by the close cooperation between Bank Group President Jim Yong Kim
and UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon. During

•

End extreme poverty: reduce the percentage
of people living on less than US$1.25 a day to
3 percent by 2030; and

•

their 2013 joint visits to the Great Lakes and Sahel
regions, the President and the Secretary-General
emphasized the interconnectedness between se-

Promote shared prosperity: foster income

curity and development and made joint commit-

growth of the bottom 40 percent of the popu-

ments to advance this agenda . The renewed focus

lation in every country.

on strengthening the partnership is also consis-

1 The term FCS in this document refers to a country that: (i) has a harmonized average Country Policy and Institutional Assessment ICPIAl rating of 3.2 or less (or no
CPIA) or (ii) has or has had a UN or regional peacekeeping or peacebu1ld1ng m1ss1on
during the past three years. The current list can be found at: http:/lwww.worldbank.
org/en/topic/fragilityconflictviolence/overviewil1

tent with shareholder and client expectations.

Against this backdrop, IDA 17 promotes a more effective response in FCS by encouraging activities
that strengthen collaboration with the UN, multilateral development banks, and other development partners, including through the New Deal for
Engagement in Fragile States and the implementation of the new Strategic Results Framework (SRF)
for UN-WB Partnership in FCS . The FCV Group will
support implementation and monitoring of the
IDA17 partnership commitments in FCS . The SRF
is a living document that identifies objectives,
activities, and outcomes that will contribute to
strengthened strategic and operational collaboration between the Bank and UN in FCS.
The SRF builds on the findings and recommendations of a 2013 review of the UN-WB partnership
in FCS , which concluded that while considerable
progress had been made in strengthening the
partnership, cooperation had not been systematic or deep enough and institutional incentives
for collaboration needed further strengthening. It
also found that institutional differences and constraints, insufficiently understood, continued to
be a challenge for both the Bank and UN, and had
contributed to misunderstandings and missed
opportunities. It recommended stronger efforts
from both institutions to improve mutual understanding and awareness of how each institution
operates and the tools and resources available,
as well as to highlight successful models and
lessons learned from cooperation. This resource
note aims to address some of those issues.
Experience has shown that achieving results in

FCS requires different approaches that respond
to the volatility, high risks, and low capacity in

5

these countries. 2 Working together with the UN
THE
FRAMEWORK'S
ENGAGEMENT IN FCS:

PRINCIPLES

FOR

in FCS, the Bank can more effectively support
national or transitional authorities to set strategy and assess and respond to those needs, pool

• Our roles and mandates differ, but our efforts
are interdependent and must be mutually reinforcing.
• Integrated efforts are particularly important
in working with national authorities and partners to strengthen national capacity for effective prevention and response and to support
the implementation of national recovery and
development strategies that encompass political, security, human rights, economic. and
social dimensions within the framework of the
rule of law and good governance.
• We need to be flexible to respond to different
country needs, taking into consideration the
country context. national priorities, UN-mandated tasks. appropriate division of labor, and
the role of other regional and internat ional
partners.
• Regarding humanitarian action undertaken by
the United Nations and its partners. the recognized humanitarian principles of neutrality, impartiality, and independence will be respected.

risk, and maximize the impact of the resources
available. Doing so requires a strong understanding of the institutional advantages and expertise
available, and the underlying principles of partnership, which are critical to the Bank's approach
to responding to crises and emergencies .

THE FRAMEWORK
In October 2008, the UN Secretary-General and
Bank President signed a UN-WB Partnership
Framework Agreement for Crisis and Post-Conflict
Situations to strengthen cooperation and foster
a more effective overall response, which remains
the foundation for the partnership. The institutions
also agreed an Operational Annex (between the
Bank and the UNDG) for the partnership to anchor
a common operational platform for coordinated responses, and the Fiduciary Principles Accord (FPA).
to facilitate cross-financing involving trust funds .
Comparative Advantages

The Bank and UN have complementary strengths,
based on their respective mandates and capaci• Communications protocol: information sharing and coordinated responses

ties, to support national authorities and citizens

• Joint assessments and planning: closer strategic dialogue and engagement through integrated joint assessments and planning, use of
shared benchmarks and results frameworks

nancial and advisory support to governments for

• Financing: joint presentation of funding
needs and collaboration around common
funding mechanisms
• Mutual understanding: promoting a culture of
learning

in FCS. While the Bank focuses on providing fireconstruction and development, UN bodies un2 The Bank's policy framework for responding to crises and emergencies, codified
through Operational Policy (0P) 8.00, Rapid Response to Crises and Emergencies,
authorizes the Bank to respond rapidly in support of a broadened set of objectives
that include (a) rebuilding and restoring physical assets; (b) restoring the means of
production and economic activities; (c) preserving or restoring essential services; (d)
establishing and/or preserving human, institutional, and/or social capital, including
economic reintegration of vulnerable groups; (e) facilitating peac&-building; (f) assistance with crucial initial stages of capacity building for longe ~term reconstruction,
disaster management. and risk reduction; and (g) supporting measures to mitigate or
avert the potential effects of imminent emergencies or future emergencies or crises
in countries at high risk.

dertake a broad range of activities . In pursuit of
the goals set out in the UN Charter, the UN ga lvanizes the international community in response
to crisis situations and engages in a variety of activities. including humanitarian assistance delivery and coordination, mediation and conflict resolution, early recovery and development support,
re-establishment and maintenance of peace and
security, and support to political processes and
democratic governance. The UN is often already
on the ground, with established networks. access, logistical and security structures. and direct
implementation capabilities to provide rapid and
flexibl e assistance during or following a crisis. The
political legitimacy, operational field presence,
and security umbrella of the UN are often critical
for early entry by the Bank in FCS.
The Bank can provide technical assistance and
is a major financier of activities that support national institution-building, economic and social
resi lience, and recovery in post-crisis countries.
The Bank may not have the presence or facilities on the ground immediately after a crisis, but
it brings access to longer-term resources and
strong relationships and dialogue with developing countries and multilateral partners . This complementary profile can act as a catalyst for other
partnerships-with national stakeholders, regional organizations, international financial institutions (I Fls). and bilateral partners. Bridging the
humanitarian. development, political , and security pillars of support will contribute significantly
to an effective, efficient transition from crisis.

7

The UN system is complex and its diversity of

term. The Secretariat4 carries out the day-to-day

mandates and administrative modalities across

work of the organization , which ranges from sup-

the range of political, security, humanitarian, hu-

porting the intergovernmental organs of the UN

man rights, and development organizations can be

and managing peacekeeping operations (DPKO)

challenging to navigate.

and political missions (DPA) to mediating international disputes and mon itoring and reporting on
human rights violations, from surveying econom-

THE UN FAM ILY TREE

ic and social trends and problems to preparing

Annex 1 provides an overview of the UN system-its history, mandates, and members . It

studies on human rights and sustainable development. 5

includes functions of the key organs and organizations within the UN system, including an organ-

The UN Funds and Programmes6 address a broad

ogram con necti ng the UN organs with the UN's

range of issues, such as refugees, development

various Agencies, Funds, and Programmes .
The UN Charter sets out four core purposes for
the organization : to maintain internationa l peace

assistance, food aid, and the environment. They
work under the overall authority of the GA and
ECOSOC to carry out the UN's economic and social mandate . However, because they have their

and security; to deve lop friendly relations among

own intergovernmental boards and derive most of

nations; to cooperate in solving internationa l prob-

their financia l resou rces from voluntary contribu-

lems and in promoting respect for human rights;

tions rather than the UN's regular budget, they are

and to be a center for harmonizing the actions

more akin to specialized agencies than to the main
UN organs.

of nations. The Charter estab lished six

organs 3

of the UN to implement and oversee its work,
but the UN system consists of a broader family of
organizations, including the UN Secretariat, UN
Agencies, Funds, and Programmes, and other related organizations. The organization is headed by
the Secretary-Genera l, who is appointed by the
General Assembly (GA) for a five-year, renewable
3 The General Assembly. the Security Council. the Economic and Social Council
(ECOSOC). the Trusteeship Council. the International Court of Justice. and the

Secretariat.

8

Specialized Agencies 7 are autonomous organiza4 The Secretariat includes the Executive Office of the Secretary-General (EOSGI.
Department of Peacekeeping Operations (DPKO). Department of Political Affairs
IDPAI. Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs IOCHA). Department
of Safety and Security IDSSI. Office for Disarmament Affairs (ODAI. Peacebuilding Support Office IPBSO), as well as internal departments, Regional Offices and
Commissions, Justice Bodies. Special Advisor/Envoy Offices, etc.
5 Annex 1 provides an overview of the UN system - its history, mandates, and
members. It includes functions of the key organs. departments, and organizations
within the UN system, including an organogram connecting the UN organs with the
Agencies. Funds, and Programmes.
6 UN Funds & Programmes include: UNDP. UNICEF, UNFPA, UNHCR, UN Women,
UNEP. UN-Habitat, UNODC, UNRWA, WFP.
7 UN Specialized Agencies include: FAO, ICAO, !FAD, ILO, IMF, UNESCO, World
Bank, WHO. among others .

tions with their own rules, membership, organs,

heads. 9 Focus is placed on interagency priorities

and financial resources, linked to the UN through
negotiated agreements. Specialized agencies work

and initiatives while ensuring that the independent
mandates of organizations are maintained.

with the UN and each other through the coordinating machinery of ECOSOC at the intergovernmen-

The Secretary-General's Policy Committee pulls to-

tal level, and through the Chief Executives Board

gether key parts of the UN system to cover issues

for Coordination (CEB) at the inter-secretariat level
(described further below) .

requiring system-wide strategic guidance and policy decisions on thematic and country-specific issues, and emerging priorities. The UN Agencies,

THE WORLD BANK'S RELATIONSHIP TO THE
UN

Funds, and Programmes are represented in the
Policy Committee by the chair of the UNDG (Under-Secretary-General and UNDP Administrator),

The Bank fits into the Specialized Agency catego-

and the chair of the Executive Committee on Hu-

ry through a 1947 agreement that recognizes the

manitarian Affairs (ECHA) (Under-Secretary-Gen-

Bank as an "independent specialized agency" of

eral for Humanitarian Affairs and Emergency

the UN as well as a member or observer in many

Relief Coordinator) . The Bank can be invited to

UN bodies. The UN and Bank have almost iden-

relevant Policy Committee meetings.

tical country membership, though the countries
tergovernmental organs of the two organizations .

The Bank is a member of the Executive Committee on Peace and Security, a high-level body for

The different cultures and representation can oc-

interagency and interdepartmental coordination,

casionally diverge, such as in the assessment of

chaired by DPA. The Bank is also invited to par-

the credibility of national counterparts or the ap-

ticipate in all meetings of the Peacebuilding Com-

propriate level of risk.

mission (PBC), and enjoys full membership in the

are represented by different ministries in the in-

Commission's

country-specific

configurations.

The PBC is an intergovernmental advisory body

HEADQUARTERS POLICY AND COORDINATION
The Bank Group President is a member of the UN
Chief Executives Board for Coordination (CEB).8 the
UN system's highest coordinating mechanism,
bringing together the distinct parts of a decentralized system of specialized bodies- each with its
own constitution, mandate, governing bodies, and
budgets-to provide broad guidance, coordination,
and strategic direction for the system as a whole
in the areas under the responsibility of executive

that supports peace efforts in FCS by bringing
together all relevant actors (donors, IFis, national governments, troop-contributing countries,
etc.); marshaling resources; and providing political support and advising on and proposing integrated strategies for post-conflict peacebuilding
and recovery and, where appropriate, highlighting
gaps that threaten to undermine peace. There
are currently six countries on the PBC agenda
whose discussions should be monitored by relevant Bank country teams: Burundi, Sierra Leone,

8 The CEB membership includes the UN !Secretariat); 11 Funds and Programmes
(UNDP, UNEP. WFP, UNFPA. UNICEF. UNHCR. UN-Women. UNDDC, UNRWA.
UN-Habitat, UNCTADI; 15 Specialized Agencies (World Bank, FAO. ICAO, IFAD. ILO.
IMF. IMO, ITU, UNESCO. UN IDO. UNWTO, UPU, WHO. WI PO, WMO); and 2 related
organizations IWTO and IAEAI.

9 The CEB meets twice a year under the chairmanship of the UN Secretary-General
and reports to the GA and ECOSOC. The CEB carries out its role through three
high-level committees: the High-Level Committee on Management (HLCM ); the
High-Level Committee on Programmes (HLCP); and the UN Development Group
(UNDG).

l•1legr<1tion is the guiding principle for the desiRn anJ ir•Jpler'JP.ntiltion of': ornple): UN operations in FCS. linking
the different dimensions of peace consolidation or peacebuilding (pu Jt 1cal. development humanitarian. human
rights. rule of la1'•'· social. ;md

~ecurity

aspects) into a coherent surcp•Yt s: ·.Oltego,· to maximize the individual and

collective irnp<-Jc:t of the UN. Applying the pr <Jctice ot integration varies from one context to another. It

~Ic es n~t

neces5tJri:y cn~ai l structu•a l mtegrntion between the Mission and the UNCT (through a Deputy SRSG who is ;;lso
the RC/HCJ but depends on the •equirernent> and circumstances on th; grcund. sc u~ at "form follows funct;on."
The LN stipulates that at a minimum, when a multidimensional peacekeeping or field-based Special Political Mission is considered or deployed alongside the UNCT. the UN system must conduct a joint assessment develop a
common ·.·ision and priorities. and establish mechanisms for coordinated plann,ng on tr1r ground as well as for
cnonitor ing a··,d rermting Co'"·l~: o r a: \•to dd·;;r.tagf' iJnd national O'Nfler ,fl ip ;;r::· among the key principles c:~ t r' C I.A.F'
r-d ,c·," wh ich encourages alignment with national peace consolidation priorities. and consultation and colla8ur ~

tion with key partners. including the Bank. regional organizations, and bilateral donors.

Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, and Central African
Republic.

10

system at the country level, and helps prepare system-wide agreements, policies, and guidelines for
country offices.

The UNDG is the pillar of the CEB responsible for
coordinating operational activities for development

At headquarters, UN engagement in countries with

at the country level. At the intergovernmental lev-

peacekeeping and political missions is coordinated

el, the GA and ECOSOC provide oversight and

through Integrated Task Forces (ITFs), which bring

mandat es for the UNDG, 11 which is chaired by the

the UN system together to provide support and

UNDP Administrator. The UNDG Chair reports to

policy guidance to all stages of political or peace-

the Secretary-General and the CEB on progress

keeping missions.12 ITFs support the integrated

in implementing the group's work plan, as well

UN presence (Mission and UN Country Teams)

as on the management of the Resident Coordina-

and are chaired by the lead department (DPKO

tor System. The Bank has observer status in the

for peacekeeping m issions, DPA for special polit-

UNDG, which means it participates in coordination

ical missions). The Bank sits on ITFs on some key

mechanisms, such as the UN Working Group on

countries (such as Central African Republic, Syria,

Transitions. The UNDG is supported by the UN De-

Mali, and Somalia), which provides an important

velopment Operations Coordination Office (DOCO)

opportunity to ensure joined up approaches at

to provide the link between UNDG discussions at

headquarters and in our guidance to the field.

headquarters and the work of the UN development
The Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC) is the
10 The PBC is supported by the Peacebuilding Support Office (PBSO), which also
administers the Peacebuilding Fund, and supports the Secretary-General's efforts
to coordinate the UN System in its peacebuilding efforts.
11 The UNDG derives many of its mandates from the Comprehensive Policy Ae·
view of operational activities for development of the UN system, a GA resolution
that serves as an important instrument for the monitoring and the assessment of UN
development operations. This GA resolution responds to the mandate defined by; Iii
the GA which establishes key system-wide policy orientations for the development
cooperation and country~evel modalities of the UN system; and (ii) the Economic
and Social Council (ECOSOCJ, which provides coordination and guidance to the UN
system to ensure that those policies are implemented.

10

principal interagency headquarters forum for humanitarian coordination, policy development, and
12 The UN takes a number of key steps before the Security Council determines the
deployment of a new peacekeeping or political mission. These steps can be found
at http://www.un.orglenlpeacekeepingloperations/newoperation.shtml. Current
missions, mandates and resources can be found at: http:/!www.un.org/enlpeacekeepinglresourceslstatisticslfactsheet.shtml,

decision-making involving the key UN and non-UN

Secretariat. Agencies, Funds, and Programmes. It

humanitarian partners, under the leadership of

connects colleagues from both organizations in

the Emergency Relief Coordinator (Under-Secre-

the field and at headquarters level to foster strate-

tary-General of OCHA).

gic UN-WB engagement in FCS. The Office of the
Bank's Special Representative to the UN and World

FCS PARTNERSHIP COORDINATION AND SUPPORT AT HEADQUARTERS
Within the Bank, the FCV Group has responsibility

Trade Organization in Geneva provides liaison functions with both the UN and diplomatic missions in
Geneva, particularly in areas related to humanitarian action, disaster risk management, health, and

for the overall UN-WB partnership in FCS, coordi-

migration. It coordinates the Bank's engagement

nating closely with Global Practices and Country

in the IASC and other global humanitarian coordi-

Management Units (CMUs). which lead the dia-

nation forums, and interacts with the Red Cross

logue on particular issues and countries. The FCV
Group supports policies and practices to improve
results in FCS, implementation issues, knowledge
and learning, and manages the FCV Trust Funds,
including the UN-WB Fragility and Conflict Partner-

ship, focusing on intergovernmental, interagency,

provides financial support for joint strategic and operational activities. in support ot the SRF. with an emphasis
on promoting closer collaboration in the field.
strengthening thematic cooperation. and increasing operational tools and frameworks

and institutional relations. It interacts on behalf of

to facilitate cooperation and cross- financing.

the Bank with diplomatic missions in New York and

Grants are available for joint projects of up to

with UN governing bodies, as well as with the UN

$500.000. The
provides guidance for
applicants. <Jpplicatlun forms and past reports.

shipTrust Fund .
The Office of the Bank's Special Representative to
the UN in NewYork is a key liaison for the partner-

Movement (both International Committee of the

points for the Bank partnership. Annex 2 provides

Red Cross and International Federation of Red
Cross and Red Crescent Societies) and key inter-

a list of key contacts and resources on partnership issues.

national NGOs.
UN-WB partnership meetings at the Assistant
Within the UN, the main focal points for the UNWB FCS pa rtnership are DOCO, for the UNDG,

ally take place twice a year, to discuss collabora-

and Peacebuilding Support Office (PBSO) for the

tion and oversee the implementation of global

Secretariat, with regard to overall partnership

agreements and the SRF. The partnership is also

issues. The key headquarters counterparts for

supported by an interagency Steering Committee,

country-specific engagement are the regional di-

which is responsible for approving proposals to the

visions and bureaus in the lead departments (DPA

Partnership Trust Fund, as well as the implementa-

and DPKO) and UNDP (and other relevant funds

tion of the SRF and partnership principles, through

and programmes, such as UNICEF and UNHCR).

a shared work plan.

Individual UN entities also have designated focal

t.
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Secretary-General/Bank senior director level usu-

HOW THE UN WORKS AT THE COUNTRY LEVEL

a Special Representative of the Secretary-General
(SRSG) who leads the entire UN presence in the

The UN presence in most countries is organized
through a UN Country Team (UNCT), which is

country15 • In most multidimensional peacekeeping missions and special political m issions, one of

chaired by a Resident Coordinator (RC) 13 and includes the heads of all UN entities-including the
Bank-that carry out operational activities for development, emergency, recovery, and transition.

15 The SRSG provides overall leadership to the UN system on the ground, toward
maintaining strategic direction and operational coherence across the political, gov·
ernance, development, economic, and security dimensions of a peacebuilding process. The lull list of Special Representatives, Advisors, and Envoys can be found at:
http://www.un.org/sg/srsg/africa.shtml

In most crisis contexts, the RC is also nominated
Humanitarian Coordinator (HC), and is responsi-

A SEAT AT THE TABLE

ble for coordinating humanitarian activities at the
country level. Where principles of integration ap-

The Bank Head of Office is a member of tne UNCT

ply (see preceding box). the RC/HC may also be

in any country where the UN operates. As sur. h. the

appointed as Deputy Special Representative of
the Secretary-General (DSRSG) when there is a
peacekeeping or political mission. The UNCT provides interagency coordination, planning, and decision-ma king at the country level, to help ensure
" delivering as one " in support of the development
agenda of the government.14 The UNCT is active

Bank should engage dirP.ctly in t he UNCT and oth er relevant coordination and planning forums. Bank
participation in the UNCT. Securitv Management
Team. and Senior Management Group, is

P.spF.ciall~'

irnpor tant in times of crisis or durinp, transitions in
the country. as close engagement between tile Spe-

cial Represent<.Jtive of the Secretary- Genetal (SRSGl
and RC/HC with Bank leadership is critical. Investing

before the crisis, during and after the transition,

in this relationship between lcarlP.rship i5 key, and will

and alongside other coordination mechanisms that

pave the road tor better collaboration in analysis. re-

may be active at the same time in FCS.

sponse, and aid effectiveness.

In situations where there is a peacekeeping or po-

Bank participation in tt1ese forums. in countries like
Liberia and Kosovo. has been critical for major statF.-

litical mission, the head of the mission is usually

and peacebuilding efforts that required reg LJiar stra 13 RCs lead UNCTs in more than 130 countries. working closely with the national
government. and report to the Secretary-General through the Chair of the UNDG.
More information can be found at: http://undg.org/content/un_country_teams/
about_un_country_teams.

14 The UNCT members have accountability to each other and the RC, taking responsibility for elements of the RC/UNCT work plan. oversight of subsidiary groups, mobilization of resources for the UNDAF and UNCT plans, and taking part in mutual assessments, recognizing that a well-functioning UNCT allows each organization to be
more effective than acting alone. This will not prejudice their relationship with their
own agency to which they have direct-line accountability to their own organization.
Over the years, the GA has set out a series of measures to strengthen the UNCT.
including greater accountability toward host governments and the intergovernmental
process, as well as within the UN system. They also mandated that the UN system
become more coherent, effective, and relevant; simplify and harmonize business
practices; and use all opportunities to increase aid effectiveness.

tegic coordination and messaging between UN and
Bank leadership with key pohtic<JI. security. and development actors.
A CMU should review the agendas that are circulated
in advance to see which topics are right for its team.
and use the platform as a way to link UN actors to key
Bank efforts as. 'Nell.

the deputy SRSGs is also the RC/HC, providing a
crucial link between the missions and the UNCTs.

At Bank Group country offices, the Bank or IFC
Head of Office is responsible for the security and

There will also be a specific field-based integrated

safety of staff within their assigned country(ies) 16 ;

mechanism, such as a Senior Management Group

traveling staff report to the Head of Office on secu-

(SMG). chaired by the SRSG, to bring together the

rity matters irrespective of whether the staff mem-

Mission leadership and the UNCT to provide strategic direction, planning, oversight, political analysis,

As members of the UNCTs, Bank Heads of Office

information sharing, coordination, and monitoring

should participate directly in the country SMTs,

in support of the UN's shared peace consolidation

supported by Bank Security Specialists who serve

efforts, and provide a necessary link back to the

in the country-level Security Coordination cells, en-

ITF and the Security Council. As members of the
UNCT, Bank Heads of Office should participate di-

suring linkages with UN Department of Safety and
Security (UNDSS).

rectly in relevant SMG meetings, as they relate to
shared peacebuilding objectives.

Another important group at the country level, the

In Mission settings, the SRSG is usually appointed

Operations Management Team covers coordination
and management of co-location and common ser-

as the UN Designated Official (UN DO) responsi-

vices; simplification and harmonization of rules and

ble for security and safety of all staff of the duty

regulations among UNCT members; procurement;

station country (in non-mission settings, the RC is
usually appointed DO). The DO chairs the country

financial services; human resources policies and
practices (staff welfa re, hardship consideration,

Security ManagementTeam (SMT). which includes

etc.); medical, banking, and transportation ser-

the UNCT. The SMT advises and decides on all se-

vices; and harmonized approaches to cash trans-

curity-related matters, which may include UN se-

fers, among other things, and reports back to the

curity risk assessments, determination of security

UNCT. Typically the Bank Resource Management

levels, MOSS (minimum operating security stan-

lead should represent the Bank Head of Office on

dards). MORSS (minimum operating residential

the Operations Management Team.

security standards), and reports to the SMG/UNCT
and headquarters security structures.

14

ber may be working very closely with UN partners.

16 Where the Bank and IFC both maintain offices in the same country. the Head of
each office is responsible for the security and safety of WBG resident and visiting
staff to the respective office and city. Responsibility at the country-level, and city-leY.
el when both offices are in the same city, defaults to the Bank Head in cooperation
with the IFC Head, unless otherwise designated in the WBG Crisis Management
Framework Ito be issued in early FY15].

The coordination of humanitarian operations and

also helpful for the Bank and other development

collection and analysis of humanitarian indicators,
data, and analysis at the country level is the re-

actors to remain linked to the cluster leads of the
relevant service sectors in which they may be op-

sponsibility of the Humanitarian Country Team

erating, such as water, sanitation, and hygiene; ed-

(HCT). chaired by the HC (who is usually also the

ucation; or health.

RC) and composed of the heads of the UN, NGO,
action in-countryY The information, including data

Annex 3 provides an overview of the leadership,
coordination, planning, reporting, and support

and news, provided through the HCT in crisis set-

structures for Missions and Non-mission FCS set-

tings can be particularly useful for Bank staff. It is

tings.

and donor organizations undertaking humanitarian

17 The humanrtarian coordination structure is often organized around sector-specific
clusters or sub-clusters. which may or may not include government counterparts
depending on national capacrty and the nature of the issues being discussed (somet imes a consecuence of issues relatec to neutrality and impartiality- particularly
where the government is a party to the conflict). The humanitarian cluster system
is central to the international humanitarian community's coordination architecture in
emergency relief settings. The number and nature of the clusters is context specific. and the clusters themselves should always be considerec temporary structures, which should not crowd out national coordination structures and capacities.
This model is often replicated at a subnationallevel in areas of intense humanitarian
activity.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR COLLABORATION

and other coordination meetings, such as UN
and Bank co-chairing of inter-donor coordina-

The Partnership Framework and its Operational

tion forums;

Annex underscore the need for upstream collaboration on assessments and planning, and institutional commitments to use shared tools to better
inform decision-making in support of government

•

Policy development and technical assistance
for national and sector-based recovery plans;

•

Support to national capacity for planning and

priorities. It recognizes that early strategic dialogue
and engagement is an essential foundation for effective crisis management and recovery efforts to
move from planning to implementation. Through
their partnership, the UN and Bank have agreed to
work to bring conflict analysis, strategic planning,

OPERATIONAL ANNEX OF THE PARTNERSHIP
FRAMEWORK

and assessment processes into closer coordination among political, security, development, and

Assessment planning. and determination of divi-

humanitarian actors-within existing frameworks

sion of labor:

to support national ownership, and with due respect to humanitarian principles. This includes
agreement on participation in respective planning
processes and the development of shared benchmarks and results frameworks and joint processes
for monitoring and review. A number of these tools
and opportunities are highlighted below.

The UNDG and the Bank agree to:
Use a common

methodology

post-conflict and

pmt-di~<~stcr

for both
needs as

sessments and r<:covcry planning 1: PCNA/
PDNA).
Expand tt1e information available to country
teams on lessons learned from other ccun -

GOVERNMENT AND DONOR COORDINATION

try experiences regarding coordination and
division of labor in support of cclmlry-IPvc!

Partnering with the UN and others in FCS is a crit-

efforts to determine clear roles and res:wn

ical component of country-led coordination and

sibilities.

helps to lower transaction costs for the counter-

Ensure that coordination and

arran~.ernents

part government, donors, and regional and interna-

related to roles and resronsibilitics are in

tional partners. Bank-UN partnership entry points

elusive of national counterpart

have included:

i nst1tution~.

principal international partners. as well i:l"
civil societ'v' and the pri•.. ate sector.

•

16

Support for preparation of donor conferences

monitoring and evaluation of aid coordination,
including tracking of aid flows;
•

Collaboration on financing and appeals, and
context-specific pooled funding and multi-donor trust funds (MDTFs); and

•

Post-Conflict Needs Assessment (PCNA) or
New Deal-type processes (see below).

The New Deal for engagement in fragile states
highlights the importance of more effective partnerships to reduce the burdens on low-capacity
governments in FCS and ensure more coordinated
support around clear country priorities delivered as
much as possible through each country's own systems. In committing to the New Deal, the World
Bank committed to strengthen its efforts to build
partnerships to bridge the traditional security, development, and humanitarian divides.
New Deal Fragility Assessments are used to kick
start the New Deal process. They are led by national governments and key stakeholders and partners to identify the causes, features, and drivers of
fragility and conflict and the sources of resilience
within a country. The fragility assessment process
and the fragility spectrum tool provide an important partnership platform to enable constructive
and forward-looking dialogue between the government, working with civil society and other national
stakeholders and their international partners, to inform the development of a single nationally owned
strategic plan, and to set realistic joint peacebuilding and state-building priorities that address the
causes and drivers of fragility and conflict across all
the five Peacebuilding and Statebuilding Goals of
the New Deal 18 . The New Deal also recommends
focused mutual accountability frameworks or compacts as framework for better partnership and dia18 Inclusive Politics; Security; Justice; Economic Foundations; Revenues and Services.
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Iogue. Cooperation and partnership between the

Bank in the process. For more information about

UN and the Bank has often been at the core in driv-

getting started, key contacts, the latest develop-

ing New Deal processes forward.

ments, and lessons learned from the pilot countries, see Annex 2.

Comprehensive guidance materials developed by
the g7+, including A Guide to Implementing the

National Planning Frameworks

New Deal, have been broadly endorsed. An inter-

A collaborative UN and World Bank approach can

nal Guidance Note on Bank engagement with the

provide more effective policy development sup-

New Deal is being developed, which highlights key

port and technical assistance for nationa l and sec-

entry points and comparative advantages for the

tor-based recovery plans, using a range of poten-

tial instruments, such as National Development

the UNCT will contribute to the achievement of

Plans, Poverty Reduction Strategies, Compacts,

development results, based on an analysis or as-

and Transitional Results Frameworks, and building

sessment of country needs (through the Common

on the preceding joint assessments and analysis

Country Assessment) and UN and partner compar-

described in the previous section.

ative advantages. It requires government approval
and is therefore also a platform for national owner-

Helping to Reestablish Essential Core Func-

ship of UN programming.

tions of Government
Support to government functions cuts across

In countries with

sectoral silos and requires collaboration across

an integrated pres-

World Bank collaboration

ministries and development partners, and across

ence,

miSSIOnS

on UNDAFs, ISFs, and PPPs

high-level policy dialogue, improved security, and

and UNCTs are re-

can be useful especially in the

technical cooperation. This draws on the UN and

quired to produce

initial country assessments,

Bank areas of comparative advantage and can

an Integrated Stra-

help provide a foundation to gradually improve the

tegic

state's ability to effectively absorb future assis-

(ISF) , which focus-

tance. The Bank, UNDP. DPKO, UNCDF. and oth-

es

ers are collaborating on a joint diagnostic tool in

priorities for peace

opportunities, threats} analysis,

this area that will be piloted in several countries in

consolidation,

particularly to inform and

2015. The Bank and UN are also developing a joint

mandated by the

ensure consistency with

sourcebook for Public Expenditure Reviews (PERs)

UN Security Coun-

Bank strategies and broader

of the security sector and a shared framework

cil, and how the

for strengthening Justice Service Delivery in FCS

elements

(more on these tools below).

system will work

Framework
on

common

of

as

UN

together to best

conflict analysis, discussions on
comparative advantage, and
SWOT (strengths, weaknesses,

coordination framewm·ks.

If

your country is entering into an
UNDAF, /SF, or PPP process,

UN and Bank Planning Processes

respond to those

details on timing and inputs will

Once the national recovery and development pri-

priorities . Through

be shared through the UNCT.

orities are set out, the UNCT generally captures its

the ISF process,

shared contributions to the national plan through

the UN ensures a common understand ing of the

the UN Development Assistance Framework (UN -

crisis and the critical peace consolidation needs,

OAF), w hich is used to execute Delivering as One

jointly defines the areas in which increased collab-

Programme

19

The UNDAF is a strategic, medi-

oration is necessary to increase the individual and

um-term results framework that describes the col-

collective impact, and jointly agrees on the modes

lective vis ion and response of the UN system to

of collaboration required in each area, and shared

national development priorities, and defines how

monitoring and reporting mechanisms . Other UN

19 In some instances. t he UN may decide to prepare a UN 'ran· ·' · Plan before a
ful l-blow n UNDAF This may be done for resourc e mobiltzat1on purposes or 1n cases

planning frameworks (such as the UNDAF or a

whe re it has not been possible or pract ical to adequat ely incorporate tran si tional
ISSues into exist ing planning frameworks due to con fl1ct1ng planning cycles or lack of
national capacity. In compl ex humanitarian situa t ions , the HCT can tssue a Strateg1 c

peacebu il ding strategy in countries on the agenda

.

Response Plan, whi ch, al ong with th e llu manitarian needs overview, repl aces the
preparation and publi cation of the trad1t1onal Consol1dated Appe als Proc es s ICAPI
document. The Plan must spec1fy th e shared vision or strat egy t o re spond to the
assessed human itarian nee ds. and serve as the basis for carry1ng out and mon itoring
the collecti ve re sponse (.n cluding UN and NGOsl

of the Peacebuilding Commission) may serve as an
ISF if the process used to develop them and their
content meet the ISF standards.

In a number of countries emerging from conflict,

diagnosis of key challenges and priorities, while

the UN supports peacebuilding efforts through the

close interaction with partners on programming

(PBF),20

will promote more effective complementarity and

which may require the elaboration of a strategic

division of labor and identify specific opportunities

plan for peacebuilding, the Peacebuilding Priority

for operational collaboration .

Secretary-General's Peacebuilding Fund

Plan (PPP). Building on a gender-sensitive conflict
analysis, the PPP identifies immediate priorities

Interim Bank guidance on Systematic Country Di-

for peacebuilding and is drafted by the UN in close

agnostics (SCD) highlights the collaborative process

consultation with national governments and part-

needed to increase coherence across institutions

ners such as civil society organizations, the Bank,

and alignment with the country's development pri-

the European Union, and other bilateral donors.

orities. To ensure that Bank activities are tailored to

The PBF seeks to align or embed the PPP with-

address the underlying causes of conflict, fragility,

in existing national or UN strategic and planning

crime, and violence, in close partnership with other

frameworks, to avoid fragmentation of support.

humanitarian, security, and political actors, the Bank
has committed to ensuring that all CPFs in FCS

Individual organizations ofthe UNCTthen plan their

should be informed by a fragility analysis to outline

own annual work plans in support of the common

the key challenges associated with conflict and fra-

1

gility and identify the appropriate ways in which the

the UNCT forms Results Groups that serve as fo-

Bank can support building peace and security as

rums for discussions of policy issues and devel-

a foundation for poverty reduction and promoting

opment of annual or multi-year Joint Work Plans .

shared prosperity. The Bank should bring UN part-

These contain information on annual activities,

ners into the fragility analysis discussions.

country strategy. In Delivering as One countries/

budgets, and monitoring systems. The Joint Work
Plans do not always replace agency work plans but
inform agency-specific annual work planning . On

Though collaboration on upstream analysis is encouraged between the Bank, UN, and other part-

behalf of the UNCT. Results Groups may also be
responsible for engaging in policy dialogue with

ners in the preparation of strategies, merging
such strategies (such as UNDAFs and CPFs) is

relevant stakeholders at the country level.

not. Instead, where the government and partners
agree on the need for an additional framework to

The process of preparing Bank Country Partner-

coordinate assistance, efforts should be devoted

ship Frameworks (CPFs). while fundamentally a

to developing a flexible operational framework for

dialogue between the client country and the World

alignment with the national development strate-

Bank Group, provides an opportunity to foster col-

gy, for coordination among development partners,

laboration with the UN and other partners. In par-

such as the previous Democratic Republic of Con-

ticular, substantive upstream collaboration can in-

go (DRC) Country Assistance Framework, and the

form the underlying analysis and establish a shared

current DRC International Security and Stabiliza-

20 The PBF is managed by the Peacebuilding Support Office (PBSOI in New York.
and always works through the most senior resident UN official at country level.
21 Countries in which the host government has requested the UN to adopt a defined
set of instruments aimed at increasing the effectiveness, efficiency, coherence. and
relevance of the UN system based on Standard Operating Procedures for Delivering
as One for programming, budgeting, leadership, business operations, and commlr
nications.

tion Support Strategy (see box above). These joint
documents outline priorities for international support, based on the government's priorities, and can
help improve aid effectiveness through specific

commitments to enhance collaboration and coor-

ty measu res and procedures. These could include

dination, including for implementation of the Paris

curfews, housing staff together in compounds or

Declaration on Aid Effectiveness.

guesthouses, restricting movement of staff, and
limiting visiting missions. After all measures have
been exhausted, the possibility of relocating or

OPPORTUNITIES FOR COLLABORATION IN
DIFFERENT FCS CONTEXTS
Deterioration in Local Conditions and Rapid
Onset Crises

When major sudden-onset crises strike, the
Bank and UN should seek to ensure an effective
immediate response and to share and pool risks
associated with remaining engaged or not, duty
of care to staff and sustainability of programs .

Reviewing the security and safety requirements
for staff may lead to a variety of additional securi-

evacuating staff would be considered. Throughout this phase, the respective Bank or IFC Head
of Office remains responsible for the security and
safety of World Bank Group (WBG} resident staff
and visitors within their assigned country(ies} 22 ,
and traveling staff report to the Head of Office on
security matters even if the staff members are
working very closely with UN partners. Corporate
Security will play a key role throughout this phase
22 Where the Bank and IFC both maintain offices in the same country, the Head of
each office is responsible for the security and safety of WBG resident and visiting
staff to the respective office and city. Responsibility at the country-level, and city-leYel when both offices are in the same city, defaults to the Bank Head in cooperation
with the IFC Head, unless otherwise designated in the WBG Crisis Management
Framework Ito be issued in early FY15].

21

in providing security professional support, includ-

activate a system-wide Level 3 emergency,24 when

ing WBG Security Risk Assessment s. The deci-

the gravity justif ies mobilization beyond a normally

sion to relocate or evacuate staff will ultimately be

expected level, which will trigger a number of im-

determined by the Vice President, on the recom-

mediate actions, including the designation of an HC

mendation of the CMU and with clearance from

if one is not already in place, activation of the cluster

Corporate Security 23 • In case of a health threat,

system and a multi-cluster initial rapid assessment,

clearance from the Bank Group or Internationa l

and launch of a Flash Appeal. In addition, the UN

Monetary Fund Health Services Department may

may activate a "step aside" procedure for senior

also be required.

in-country management if it is determined that the
unique features of a given emergency require skills

At the same time, the UN's humanitarian entities

or background outside the scope of existing leader-

will assess the situation and determine whether to

ship. Level 3 emergencies are typically character-

23 AMS 6.40, Annex C, addresses the guiding principles, decision-making authority,
responsibi lities of key stakeholders, and security guidelines for emergency relocation or evacuation of Bank Group staff from the Bank Group's overseas office duty

ized by extensive violence and loss of life, massive
displacements of people, widespread damage to
societies and economies, need for large-scale multifaceted humanitarian assistance, hindrance or

OPERATIONAL ANNEX OF THE PARTNERSHIP

prevention of humanitarian assistance by political

FRAMEWORK

and military constraints, and significant security
risks for humanitarian relief workers in some areas.

Communication protocol
It is useful for the Bank to work closely with the
The UNDG and World Bank will strengthen mecha-

UN during the initial response period to col lective-

nisms for ensuring consistent and effective institutional contacts in crises and emergencies, through
the following protoco!:

ly manage risks, contribute to necessary context
and economic ana lysis, and agree on monitoring
arrangements in areas the Bank may not be able
to access. The Bank does not provide humanitarian

Immediate contacts

1r1 lt1e

event ol a crisis or

post-crisis situation are made between the most
senior Bank and UN orfJCic;l al the country level.
Simultar.eously. institutional teams r espDnsible
for post-crisi5 assi5tJncc in New York, Geneva,
and Washington will ensure that thev are in contact.
The Bank and UNDG institutional teams will be

assistance, but it can contribute to restoring livelihoods, as well as providing food and medica l support, cash transfers, and other transitional safety
nets in order to protect human capital and promote
longer-term development. 25 The Bank will often
participate in the Early Recovery Cluster.

Planning for an End to Conflict: Peace Process-

responsible for emurine H1at there is effective

es and Reengagement

information sharing and coordination between

If a peace process is on the horizon or underway,

headquarters and ccuntry offices. and among
agencies, and f:::r troublest10oting problems aris-

the Bank should continue to work with the UN

ing on isS ciCS spcci fie to UNDG or the Bank that
cannot be re5ol•,•ed at country level.

24 Determination of a Level 3 Emergency is based on an analysis of 5 criteria: scale,
complexity, urgency, capacity, and reputational risk. In 2014, Level 3 Emergencies
were activated simultaneously in South Sudan, Syria, and CAR.
25 Activities within World Bank Core Competencies in the Context of Crises And
Emergencies-A Good Practice and Guidance Note. pg. 7

and donors in pooling risks, to lean toward effec-

technical contributions to the national dialogue or

tive early analysis and response and contribute

peace process on socioeconomic issues. 27 The

to joint watching briefs and preplanning, as has

Bank can help identify security "flashpoints" em-

Libya .26

Generally, the Bank can-

anating from the economic sphere that may not

not finance peace negotiations, but it can make

otherwise surface in diplomatic negotiations and

26 OP7.3

27 Activities within World Bank Core Competencies in the Context of Crises And
Emergencies-A Good Practice and Guidance Note. pg. 6

been done in

other political mediation, such as: capture and rent

to share relevant analysis and expertise, as well as

through state-owned enterprises, extractive chains

to begin upstream discussions on strategic plan-

of custody, port and airport operations, and the

ning for peacebuilding and resource mobilization.

management of revenues and expenditures. These

The level of participation (dedicating a colleague

activities have traditionally been undertaken upon

from headquarters or from the field, for some or

invitation by the UN, bilateral donors, or the parties

all of the exercise) should be determined based on

concerned; the Bank's assistance has focused on

the country context. Staff based in the country or

the economic, reconstruction, and financial dimen-

region could meet with the Strategic Assessment

PCNA Examples:
• Pakistan
• Georgia
• Yemen
• Somalia
• Sudan/
SouthSudan
•
•

Darfur
Liberia
Haiti

sions of peace processes. The

Mission team to share analysis and expertise and

Bank's participation as active ob-

coordinate strategic planning. However, when ma-

server in the International Con-

jor developments are underway and joint analysis

tact Group for the Mano River

and coordination are particularly important, for in-

Basin (ICG-MRB) in 2004-2005

stance in international re-engagements following

was valuable to its engagement

peace or political change, full Bank participation can

in Guinea-Conakry and Sierra Le-

be invaluable, such as in the startup of the Liberia

one, and instrumental to its en-

mission. Th e UN-WB Fragility and Conflict Partner-

gagement in Liberia.

ship Trust Fund can provide the resources needed

to support this kind of engagement.
During this time, the UN may
consider the establishment of

Reengagement in a country often requires JOint

a mission or a change in its ex-

Bank and IMF work with the government to es-

isting presence. The Strategic

tablish a program of debt relief linked to a reform

Assessment is the mandatory first step, undertak-

program. Such efforts are usually undertaken via

en to analyze the context and identify options for

the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) Initiative and the Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative
(MDRI). Participating Bank staff should aim to en-

•
• Iraq

the UN engagement, including whether to initiate
planning for a peacekeeping operation or fielding arrangements. Technical Assessment Missions

based Special Political Mission or changes to exist-

gage a range of UN entities when developing HI PC
and MDRI conditionality, to promote consistency

(TAMs) may be undertaken at any point in the life

with peace agreement conditions. As party to a

cycle of an integrated presence, in order in order to

peace agreement, governments may undertake

review and adapt existing activities.

obligations to conduct national DDR programmes
or reform the security sector while under HIPC,

The 2013 Integrated Assessment and Planning

and may have further obligations to increase social

(lAP) Policy stipulates that any Strategic Assess-

investments while reducing borrowing. These col-

ment or TAM should complement, and draw on,

lective commitments may need to be reviewed to

any other analytical processes that the UN and part-

understand the fu ll-a nd sometimes conflicting-

ners may have already undertaken (like a fragility

commitments of a postwar government tracked by

assessment or PCNA). and requires that the Bank

international financial institutions as part of HI PC

be invited to participate. The Bank's participation in

completion and by the Security Council as part of a

the assessment provides an important opportunity

peace consolidation process.

Post-Conflict Needs Assessments

ue to be important instruments for coherent and

The cessation of hostilities and a nascent peace

sustained international support. They encourage

agreement are likely to have a high internationa l

aid alignment behind government priorities; cre-

profile and attract attention to the reengagement

ate greater coherence of international responses

process. 28 While the return and resumption action

to complex situations; reduce transaction costs;

plan is being developed, the Bank may want to

share risks; and strengthen mutual accountability.

consider how it could take advantage of the UN

Pooled funding instruments have also enhanced

presence and offices (e.g. , co-location) while the

collaboration between the UN and the Bank. The

Bank's Security Risk Assessment and formal relo-

Somalia Development and Reconstruction Facility,

cation process is ongoing .

for example, is both a coordi nation framework and
a financing architecture, providing a single strategy

The Post-Conflict Needs Assessments (PCNA) 29 ,

and oversight mechanism for trust funds managed

commonly used during reengagement, is a key

by the Bank and the UN.

entry point for conceptualizing, negotiating, and
financing a shared strategy for recovery and devel-

Bank staff are strongly encouraged to pursue con-

opment in post-conflict settings. It is usually led by

structive collaboration with UN colleagues when

national or reg ional authorit ies w ith shared support

making recommendations to governments and

from the UN, Bank, and donors. The PCNA includes

donors on the design of new MDTFs and other

both the assessment of needs and the national pri-

financing arrangements in support of national re-

oritization and costing of needs in an accompany-

construction and recovery. Discussions have been

ing transitional results framework (TRF). The PCNA

challenging in some cases, such as South Sudan in

is characterized by national leadership, jointness of

2006 and Haiti following the earthquake of 2010,

scope and objectives, and flexibility and adaptabil-

particularly regarding the management roles of the

ity. The PCNA may not be necessary in countries

Bank and the UN.

that are undertaking the New Deal process as the
two types of approaches share the same basic

The Operational Annex of the Partnership Frame-

purposes. The FCV Group is the institutional focal

work seeks to strengthen co llaboration around

point and can provide guidance on when a PCNA

MDTFs. It sets out a series of technical consid-

might be used, how to get started, trainings avail-

erations that should be referred to when seeking

able, and recent lessons learned.

to reach agreement on design recommendations,
which it says would normally be made jointly by the

Working Together on the Establishment of

Bank and UN system, with other multilateral orga-

Multi-Donor Financing Arrangements

nizations as appropriate in the context. It adds that

In FCS, pooled financing mechanisms contin-

"in situations where stakeholders in the field hold

28 Refer to AM S 6.40, Annex C. Section Ill on forma lly endrng re locatron/evacuatron
status.

29 Following the global PCNA Review and development of the jornt Guinance Note
un PCNAs and TRf · in 2007. The UN, WB. and the [ uropean Unron S•gned a
Declaration on Po·.: - ~risis Assessm• ·
Recovery PI ·
.rg . The PCNA
methodology has also been endorsed by the OECD-DAC. Head s of Mu lt ilatera l De·
velopment Banks. th e Secre tary-Genera l's Pol1cy Committee, UNDG Pnn c1pals and
UNDG-ECHAWork1ng Group on Transition. The PC NA process w1ll be rev1 ew ed aga in
rn 2015 Whrle thr s gurde only covers FCS. an d the refore focu ses on r CNAs, the UN,
Wor ld Dank. a rd European Union have also agreed on Post-Disaster Needs Asse
mer - .PDNA met hodology.

differing views, country representatives of the UN
system and the World Bank should consult their
respective designated representatives at HO."
In particular situations, Bank staff should consult
the FCV Group and the Trust Fund Office at an ear-

ly stage for tailored advice on MDTF design. As

(for example, eastern DRC and northern Mali). The

a starting point, general principles can be drawn

facilitation and good offices initiatives of UN Spe-

from past experience in this area, as reflected in

cial Representatives, Special Envoys, and Special

the UN/WB Partnership Review: (1) the establish-

Advisors are most effective when complemented

ment of an MDTF should be seen as the start of

by activities of UNCTs, including the Bank, in the

a potentially challenging implementation process

areas of institutional strengthening, dialogue, and

rather than as a competition for control of resourc-

inclusive economic development. The presence

es, so it is vital to develop the most practical struc-

of peacekeeping forces can also provide a secu-

ture for this purpose; (2) apart from the limited cir-

rity "umbrella" that allows sufficient government

cumstances in which the FPA applies, it is difficult

and Bank presence at key points, such as regional

for most Bank-managed trust funds

30

to finance

capitals where the UN is present, to support the

UN implementation, particularly if the agency in

implementation and supervision of development

question is unable to use Bank rules and proce-

activities in broader areas .

dures; (3) for this reason, two-window trust funds
(one Bank, one UN) have proven an effective mod-

Missions and agencies can provide a range of lo-

el in Iraq and elsewhere; and (4) where the FPA is

gistical and practical support in such challenging

potentially applicable, this should be provided for

environments. As a specialized UN Agency, the

from the outset in the Administration Agreements

Bank is entitled to use UN flights, which can be

signed with donors.

essential for access, as well as other logistical support. UN vehicles, office space, and accommoda-

Even when financing arrangements involve multi-

tion may be available in areas with few safe alterna-

ple windows or separate UN and WB multi-donor

tives. The presence of civilian mission units (such

trust funds, establishing a common strategic or

as Civil Affairs, Political Affairs, and Joint Mission

programmatic framework, common governance
arrangements (including joint steering commit-

Analysis Centers or JMACs) in conflict-affected regions can provide critical information and analysis,

tees) and unified reporting systems can strengthen

liaison with local communities and officials, and

mutual accountability and enhance coordination .

other assistance. Missions and agencies may also

(See Section VA for a broader discussion of parallel

share GIS mapping, cartography, and satellite im-

funding of activities within common programmatic
frameworks.)

agery. Throughout this phase, for security matters,
Bank Group traveling staff report to the Bank or
IFC Head of Office in the affected city or country,

Supporting Development Activities in Difficult

without regard to whether they may be working

Environments

very closely with UN partners.

Particularly in countries in which a peacekeeping
mission is present. collaboration with the UN can

In challenging environments, where state pres-

enable the Bank to support the rollout of devel-

ence may also be limited, UN Agencies may have

opment activities in regions affected by conflict,

the capacity to manage or implement project

even when access by Bank staff may be restricted

activities on behalf of governments with Bank
financing. While UN staff face similar security

30 This does not apply to Financial Intermediary Funds (FIFs). where the Bank's role
is administrative and its fiduciary responsibility limited.

concerns and restrictions as Bank staff, the UN

Agencies may be able to mobilize local NGOs
to implement or supervise activities . The urgent

ture and other development activities, providing
employment and improving conditions in areas

provision of food and agricultural inputs in Cen-

affected by conflict or disasters. Two notable ex-

tral African Republic and Mali is a good example

amples are joint job-creating road-building Bank

(see box below). In both cases, UN Agencies had

projects involving UNMIL and UNDP in Liberia and

established networks of NGOs for targeting and
distribution. Occasionally, when even NGOs, local

MINUSTAH, UNOPS, and UNDP in Haiti, which
paired the expertise and equipment of engineering

firms, and UN Agencies are not present or able

battalions with funding from the Bank, supported
by project management from UNDP and UNOPS

to implement, engineering battalions and other
peacekeeping units may be able to undertake
reconstruction and development activities, offer-

respectively. (See box for Liberia example).

ing further opportunities for partnership with the

Most missions (both peacekeeping and political) do

Bank. (See Section V below.)

not include capacity to receive and manage Bank
funds or administer projects, which necessitates
the inclusion of UNDP, UNOPS, or another agen-

OTHER AREAS OF COLLABORATION WITH
PEACEKEEPING AND POLITICAL MISSIONS

cy to undertake procurement, contracting of local

Joint projects with peacekeeping missions can

ria and Haiti examples, contractual arrangements

also support reconstruction of critical infrastruc-

took several months and required senior-level in-

labor, consultations, and so on. In both the Libe-
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tervention to agree. Task team leaders are advised

the UN on discussions around the drawdown of

to pay close attention to this aspect, which is covered in detail in the accompanying Guidance Note

an integrated mission or major humanitarian operation. The Bank should also participate in upstream

on Structuring Financing and Implementation Ar-

transition planning around issues such as capaci-

rangements involving UN Agencies.

ty development for cluster to government sector
(e.g., Water, Education, etc.) and state-building

The box below provides another recent example of
UN-Bank collaboration in a mission setting .

and security sector strengthening .32 In countries
where UN or regional peacekeeping operations
are drawing down, the Bank should work with the

Transitions Out of Peacekeeping

UN and other partners to encourage national plan-

Any UN transition process should aim to hand over

ning and budgeting processes that are prepared to

key responsibilities to the national government to

manage financial and capacity gaps that national in-

the extent possible and ensure continued com-

stitutions could experience due to the drawdown.

mitment to larger peacebuilding and development

In particular, the effective "outsourcing " of some

goals. 31 The Bank is encouraged to engage with
32 Lessons Leamed and Good Practice Tool: Adapting Co-ordination Mecha31 Policy on UN Transitions in the Context of Mission DraVIIC!own or W ithdrawal

nisms to Support National Transitions

security and public order functions may need to
be absorbed over a relatively short period by state
institutions. This can put at risk the financial sustainability of new or reformed police, justice, and
defense institutions. The Bank, UNDP. and DPKO
are increasingly collaborating on security and justice PERs (for example, in Afghanistan, Liberia, and
Somalia) and, as a follow on, some Ministries of
Finance are bringing these ministries into ongoing
Medium-Term Expenditure Frameworks (MTEF) as
a means of improving transparency, accountability,
and improved budget oversight.
Collaboration on Priority FCS Themes: Justice,
Security, Jobs, and Institutional Strengthening

guide thematic FCS collaboration, supported by

The WDR 2011 and IDA17 both underscored the

the UN-WB Fragility and Conflict Partnership Trust

need to strengthen UN-Bank partnership in FCS

Fund, including:

to (i) enhance field-based cooperation in peacebuilding engagements at the country level, and (ii)

•

strengthen collaboration on key themes that are a
priority for both the UN and Bank (priorities identified include jobs and livelihoods, strengthening
public sector capacity in FCSs, and promoting justice sector reform) . In recent years, the UN and
Bank have developed a number of joint tools to

A UN-Bank joint Security Sector Expenditure
Review Sourcebook, being rolled out in CAR.

•

A joint framework for strengthening Justice
Service Delivery in FCS using on a problem-driven approach, recently piloted in Somalia .
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•

•

A joint diagnostic tool on Reestablishing Core

There are plans to develop a joint diagnostic tool

Government Functions in the Immediate After-

in 2015 to enhance collaboration in support of jobs

math of Conflict, to be piloted in Yemen and

and livelihoods in FCS, following the recent estab-

CAR in 2015.

lishment of the new Jobs Group within the Bank.

A joint conflict-sensitive extractive industries

For additional partnership examples around the

framework to help governments to offset and

entry points described above and the operational

proactively respond to conflict risks, through

tools outlined below, please contact un-wbpartner-

key entry points along the extractive industries
value chain .

ship @worldbank.o rg .

There are compelling reasons for the Bank an9 UN
to collaborate on the implementation of government projects and programs in FCS. UN entities
can offer quick implementation capacity and supply health and other critical goods when governments may lack capacity, even in challenging environments. They can deliver technical assistance
and capacity building and develop promising pilot
initiatives that can be scaled up with Bank funding.
The potential implementation role will vary with
the agency, as well as capacity and access in a particular context, so it is important to clarify these
aspects at an early stage. While some UN entities, such as UNOPS, will typically undertake implementation activities directly, others, including
UNDP and UNICEF. will often work with local implementing partners. While many UN organizations
(including UNDP. UNICEF. UNFPA, and FAO) support national implementation where the capacity is
in place, direct implementation is prevalent in FCS.
Real progress has been made in making Bank and
UN fiduciary systems more compatible, but it can
still be challenging to establish the legal and operational framework for initiatives that involve cross-financing. When considering specific activities with
UN entities, teams should refer to the comprehensive guidance on structuring collaboration with
UN partners, which OPSOR is finalizing in parallel
with the development of this resource guide. The

• When planning operational collaboration with the UN. teams should refer to the
Guidance Note on Structuring Financing and Implementation Arrangements involving
UN Agencies, currently being developed by OPSOR.

following sections describe main operational col-

caters, such as Sector-Wide Approaches (SWAps)

laboration models: parallel funding, government

or the Bank's Prog ram-for-Results (P4R), facilitate

contracting of UN Agencies under Bank projects,

close collaboration and coordination among the

Bank contracting of UN Agencies, and UN funding

Bank, UN Agencies, and other partners. However,

of Bank activities.

these approaches may not be appropriate in fragile
states with weak institutional capacity.

PARALLEL FUNDING WITHIN A
COMMON FRAMEWORK

The UN/WB Fragility and Conflict Partnership Trust

Effective joint work can be based on parallel, inde-

funding for parallel execution linked to joint efforts,

Fund has a UN window that can provide some

pendent funding streams for Bank-supported and

such as collaboration with IDA and IBRD projects

UN-executed activities, bound together in a common programmatic framework. If funds not man-

or initiatives supported by the Partnership Trust
Fund's Bank-executed financing . The box on the

aged by the Bank are available to support UN im-

preceding page presents a recent successful ex-

plementation, this route can be the easiest as each

ample in Jordan.

side can use its own policies for procurement, financial management, safeguards, and so on.
With accountability not linked directly to the flow

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTING OF UN
AGENCIES UNDER BANK-FINANCED PROJECTS

of funds, other approaches are needed to promote

Including in FCS, when IBRD, IDA or Bank-man-

coherence and timely delivery of results by all
parties. Ways that this can be achieved include: a

aged trust fund resources are involved, client

strong government-led management and coordi-

curement, and contracting using normal Bank

nation structure, including jointly developed work

policies and procedures. These contain several

governments normally undertake selection, pro-

plans, a common reporting system, with regular

UN-related provisions, described below. Some

meetings and workshops. Cambodia's Seila decentralization program, which coordinated the activi-

UN Agencies, including UNDP, may find it diffi-

ties of UNDP, the WB and other partners, is a good
example of the use of such systems. A memorandum of understanding among all parties can be

cult under the ir own
rules to be contracted
by governments based
on procurement princi-

Working with the UN- FAQ!:

useful to clarify roles and responsibilities. Where a
common program is of a scale that dedicated (par-

The Operational Solutions
pies, including in situ- Team in the FCVGroup has
ations where they are prepared a number ofanswers

allel) MDTFs and other financing arrangements are

under a DIM modality

being established to support it, further measures

(see preceding box) .

to promote coordination can be built into the struc-

to commonly asked questions,
available here. Covering:

ture of these arrangements. (See see preceding

In the case of consultant

•

sub-section on MDTFs.)

services

technical

•

assistance, the Bank's

•

2011 Consultant Guidelines (par. 3.15) allow for

•

Program funding modalities that rely on national
systems and disburse according to progress indi-

or

Legal
Safeguards
Financial Management
Procurement

single-sourcing of UN Agencies by borrowers when

in response to natural disasters and for emergency

they are "uniquely or exceptionally qualified to pro-

situations declared by the Borrower and recognized
by the Bank."

vide technical assistance and advice in their area
of expertise" but do not allow them preferential
treatment in competitive selection processes. The

For goods, works, and non-consultant services,

Bank may agree that UN Agencies follow their own

the Procurement Guidelines (par. 3.10) allow for

procedures for selection and supply of goods on
small contracts and "under certain circumstances

procurement directly from UN Agencies for (a)
small quantities of off-the-shelf goods, primarily

for the education and health sectors; (b) health-re-

activities be insufficient; and that the beneficiary

lated goods for the treatment of humans and ani-

requests the Bank to make alternative legal and

mals (in certain circumstances); and (c) small-val-

operational arrangements:' Such arrangements

ue contracts for works of a simple nature when

are "limited to the time necessary to establish

the UN Agencies act as contractors, or directly

or restore borrower capacity and, in all cases, are

hire small contractors, and skilled or unskilled

adopted in Projects that include capacity-building

labor; or (d) in exceptional cases, such as in re-

measures to enable a timely transfer of implemen-

sponse to natural disasters and emergency situ-

tation responsibilities to the borrower."

ations.
In these situations and for certain trust funds the
The Bank has agreed standard forms of agreement

2008 UN-WB Fiduciary Principles Accord (FPA),

with certain UN Agencies for technical assistance

agreed among the Bank and 11 UN signatories, 33

and procurement, to be signed by the agency and

can provide a useful contractual framework. It al-

the borrower. Bank staff should contact OPSOR

lows recipients to use their own systems for pro-

for assistance in adapting these models in specific

curement, financial management, and addressing

cases involving other agencies or activities. Cur-

fraud and corruption, as well as for project prepa-

rent agreed standard models cover technical assis-

ration, implementation, and supervision. It applies

tance from FAO and UNESCO and the supply of

only to Bank- or UN-administered funds for crisis,

health sector goods by UNFPA, UNICEF. and WHO,

post-crisis, emergency, and humanitarian inter-

which are available here .

ventions, not to IBRD, IDA, or Bank budget. The
Bank, in the 2008 Board Paper that embedded the

DIRECT BANKCONTRACTING OF
UN ACTI VITIES
Direct Bank contracting of UN Agency implemen-

agreement in the broader Bank policy framework,
limited the application of the FPA to trust funds for
which all donors have agreed in advance to FPA
usage.

tation is allowed only for IBRD, IDA, and Recipient-Executed Trust Funds when the conditions

A joint Bank-UN Review of FPA use, released in 2014

specified for alternative implementation in par.

concluded that the FPA had been helpful when

11 of OP10.00, Investment Project Financing, are

used, but that it had been used much less than

met. These apply "when the borrower/beneficiary

expected. Recommendations included a strength-

is deemed by the Bank to: (i) be in urgent need

ening of advisory and troubleshooting support on

of assistance because of a natural or man-made

both sides and that the Bank consider expanding

disaster or conflict; or (ii) experience capacity con-

FPA applicability. An updating of the Bank's own

straints because of fragility or specific vulnerabili-

framework for FPA use, as set out in the FPA

ties (including for small states):' In such situations,

Board Paper, is needed to reflect broader changes

implementation can be undertaken by "relevant international agencies, including the United Nations,
national agencies, private entities, or other third
parties" if the following conditions are met: "the
beneficiary's capacity to implement the needed

· 'such as the introduction of OP10.00.
When the FPA does not apply, direct transfers to
UN Agencies can take advantage of the 2006 Fi 33 These are UNDP, UNICEF. FAO, HABITAT, UNOPS, UNESCO, UNFPA, ILO. UN·

HCR, WFP. and WHO.

